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1. INTRODUCTION
Integral table algebras abstract common features of character rings and
centers of group algebras of finite groups, and of the Bose]Mesner
algebras of commutative association schemes. In particular, every integral
 .table algebra ITA has a distinguished basis, each element of which
possesses a positive integer degree. We call such algebras homogeneous
when the degrees of all the nonidentity basis elements are the same
 .Definition 1.3 below . We show in Theorem 1 that every ITA can be
rescaled to one which is homogeneous. Thus, properties of homogeneous
ITAs will apply to integral table algebras in general. We establish in this
paper some results on homogeneous integral table algebras Theorems 2,
.3, 4, 5 which we hope will be generalized over time into a broad theory for
these structures. The remainder of this Introduction is devoted to the
statement of our main results, which are given as soon as we present the
necessary definitions and notation. Throughout, C denotes the complex
numbers, R the reals, Rq the positive reals, and Zq the positive integers.
w x  4DEFINITION 1.1 ABEF, B1, B2 . Let B s b , b , . . . , b be a basis of a1 2 k
finite dimensional, associative, and commutative algebra A over the com-
 .plex field C, with identity element 1 s b . Then A, B is a table algebraA 1
 .and B is a table basis if and only if the following hold:
 . . k1.1 I For all i, j, m, b b s  b b , with b a nonnegativei j ms1 i jm m i jm
real number.
 . .  .1.1 II There is an algebra automorphism denoted by of A
whose order divides 2, such that b g B implies that b g B. Then i isi i
.defined by b s b , and b g B is called real if i s i.i i i
 . .1.1 III For all i, j, b / 0 if and only if j s i.i j1
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w x wThis definition is equivalent to the one stated in AB , because of AB,
x w xLemma 2.1 . Furthermore, AB, Lemma 2.9 implies that there is an
q .  .algebra homomorphism f : A ª C such that f b s f b g R for all i.i i
Such a map f is uniquely determined by the orthogonality relations which
 . w xhold for A, B BI, Theorem 5.5; B1, Proposition 2.11 . The positive real
 .  .numbers f b , 1 F i F k, are called the degrees of A, B .i
w x  .DEFINITION 1.2 B1 . A table algebra A, B is called integral iff all the
 .structure constants b and all the degrees f b are rational integers.i jm i
Any finite group G yields two examples of integral table algebras:
  .  ..Z CG , Cla G , the center of the group algebra, with table basis the set
Ãof sums C of G-conjugacy classes C, with automorphism extended
Ã Ã . < <linearly from inversion in G, and with degrees f C s C for all C g
 .   .  ..Cla G ; and Ch G , Irr G , the ring of complex valued class functions on
G, with table basis the set of irreducible characters of G, with automor-
phism extended linearly from complex conjugation of characters, and
 .  .  .with degrees f x s x 1 for all x g Irr G . Another example is the
Bose]Mesner algebra of a commutative association scheme, with table
w xbasis the set of adjacency matrices BI, Sect. II.2 .
 . DEFINITION 1.3. A table algebra A, B is called homogeneous of
. < < qdegree l iff B ) 1 and, for some fixed l g R ,
 4degree f b s l for all b g B _ 1 . .
w x  . < <DEFINITION 1.4 AB, B1 . Let A, B be a table algebra, with B s k.
qFor 1 F i F k, pick any g g R , subject only to g s 1 and g s g for alli 1 ı i
X  X < 4  .i. Let b s g b and B9 s b 1 F i F k . Then it is easily seen that A, B9i i i i
is also a table algebra, with respect to the same automorphism . Any such
B9 is called a rescaling of B.
 . qRemark 1.5. Let A, B be any table algebra, and fix any l g R . Let
X   ..B9 be the rescaling of B where b s lrf b b for all i ) 1. Theni i i
 X.  .f b s l for all i ) 1, so that A, B9 is homogeneous of degree l.i
The remark shows that homogeneous table algebras are plentiful. The
rescaling of any ITA to one which homogeneous, while not quite so
immediate as in the remark, is straightforward nonetheless, as our first
w xtheorem shows. This result also appears as a remark in X, p. 764 .
THEOREM 1. Any integral table algebra has a rescaling which is also
integral, and which is homogeneous of some positi¨ e integer degree.
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The degree of homogeneity which results when an ITA is rescaled to a
homogeneous ITA is usually rather large, as may be seen from the proof of
Theorem 1 in Section 2.
 .Let A, B be a table algebra. A nonempty subset C : B is called a table
 .  .subset or a C-subset of B iff Supp b b : C for all b , b g C. Any tableB i j i j
wsubset is stable under and contains 1 AB, Proposition 2.7; B1,A
xProposition 2.19 . For any c g B, the set B defined byc
`
nB [ Supp c .Dc B
ns1
is easily seen to be a table subset of B, called the table subset generated by c.
Another table subset given in terms of a fixed element c g B is sta c,B
called the stabilizer of c in B and defined as
<  4sta c [ b g B Supp bc s c . 4 .B B
 .A table algebra A, B is called simple iff B has no table subset other
 4  .  4than B and 1 . Thus, A, B is simple iff B s B for all c g B _ 1 .c
An element c of B is called faithful iff B s B. Note that for any finitec
Ã  .  :  .group G, C g Cla G is faithful iff C s G, and x g Irr G is faithful iff
.x is faithful in the usual character-theoretic sense. Also, c g B is called
n .  4  .linear iff Supp c s 1 for some n ) 0. This is equivalent to Supp ccB B
Ã 4 w x   .  .s 1 AB, Proposition 3.2 . Now C g Cla G is linear iff C : Z G iff
< <  .  . .C s 1, and x g Irr G is linear iff x 1 s 1. A table subset of B is called
abelian iff each of its elements is linear. The set of all linear elements of B,
 . w xdenoted L B , is a table subset AB, Proposition 3.2 . If H is any finite
 . wabelian group then C H, H is an abelian table algebra, and AB, Theo-
xrem A shows that any abelian table algebra is a rescaling of one of this
 .form. Note that C H, H is a homogeneous ITA of degree 1.
 .  . Two table algebras A, B and A9, B9 are called isomorphic denoted
.B ( B9 when there exists an algebra isomorphism c : A ª A9 such that
 .c B is a rescaling of B9; and the algebras are called exactly isomorphic
 .  . w xdenoted B ( B9 when c B s B9 B1, Sect. 1 . So B ( B9 means that Bx x
and B9 yield the same structure constants.
 .  .Remark 1.6. i If A, B is a homogeneous ITA of degree 1, then by
w x w x  .B1, Proposition 5.9 , B is abelian. Thus by AB, Theorem A , A, B (x
 .C H, H for some finite abelian group H.
 .ii The homogeneous ITAs of degree 2 which contain a faithful element
w x w xare classified in B3 . The proof is based on B2, Theorem 2 , which finds
all ITAs with a faithful, real element of degree 2. The table bases
 .O 2, Z and D of Examples 1.16 and 1.17 below are instances of2 nq1 2 n
w xhomogeneous ITAs of degree 2. Work in progress of the authors BX , and
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w xof Arad, Fisman, Miloslavsky, and Muzychuk AFMM , goes quite a way
toward classifying the homogeneous ITAs of degree 3 with a faithful
element. Theorems 2, 3, and 5 and Example 3.3 of the present paper are
applied in the study of homogeneous ITAs of degree 3.
 .For any table algebra A, B , there is a positive definite Hermitian form
 . w x, on A with the following properties B1, Propositions 2.4, 2.5 : B is an
 .  .orthogonal set with respect to , ; for all b g RB the real span of B
and all a, c g A,
ab, c s a, bc ; 1.7 .  .  .
and for all b g B, and b the structure constant as in Definition 1.1,i i ı1
b , b s b . 1.8 .  .i i i i1
It follows that, for all a, b, c g B,
c g Supp ab m a g Supp bc . 1.9 .  .  .B B
 .DEFINITION 1.10. Let A, B be a table algebra and b g B. The length
 .of b is defined as the positive real number b, b . Furthermore, b is called
 .  .standard iff b, b s f b .
Ã  .Each C g Cla G , where G is any finite group, is standard. Any table
basis of a table algebra has a rescaling in which every element is standard
w xB1, Proposition 2.1 .
 .PROPOSITION 1.11. Let A, B be an ITA which is homogeneous of degree
q  4  .l, for some l g Z . Then for all b g B _ 1 , b , b s m l for some integeri i i i
m with 1 F m F l.i i
The easy proof of this proposition is deferred until Section 2.
Remark 1.12. Note that in the situation of Proposition 1.11, m s 1 iffi
b is standard, and m s l iff b is linear.i i i
 .THEOREM 2. Let A, B be an integral table algebra which is homoge-
 4neous of degree l. Assume that B _ 1 contains a standard element. If
’ .  .b g B is nonlinear, and of length b , b s m l, then m - 3 y 6 l.i i i i i
 .Remark 1.13. i Examples 3.1 and 3.2 below show that many values of
m F lr2 occur, including m s lr2 and m ¦ l.i i i
 .  .  4ii If A, B is as in Theorem 2, b g B _ 1 is standard, b g B ist i
<  . < nonlinear, and Supp b b s N, then the proof of Theorem 2 shows asB i t
.   ..  .noted in Section 2 that m F Nr 2 N y 1 l. The inequality 2.13 belowi
displays another way in which the best possible upper bound on m tendsi
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asymptotically to lr2. On the other hand, the authors know of no
examples where lr2 - m - l. This raises the following open question:i
Can the bound in Theorem 2 be improved to m F lr2?i
 .iii The authors are grateful to the referee, who pointed out that our
’  . .original estimate m - 2 y 2 l could be improved to the bound asi
stated in Theorem 2, and who indicated how our original proof could be
 .expanded, after 2.12 , to achieve this improvement. The current ending of
 .our proof, including 2.13 , is a slight generalization of the referee's
suggestions.
Next, we give further examples of homogeneous table algebras which do
not arise from rescaling as in Remark 1.5 or Theorem 1.
EXAMPLE 1.14. Let H be a finite abelian group which admits a
fixed-point-free action by the cyclic group Z , for some n ) 0. Let G s Zn n
h H, and
ÃO s O n , H [ C g Cla G C : H , .  . 4
the set of sums over the orbits of Z on H. Then O is a table subset ofn
 .  :  .Cla G . For A s O , A, O is an ITA which is homogeneous of degree
 .n. In the special case O 2, Z , G is the dihedral group of order2 nq1
 .2 2n q 1 .
EXAMPLE 1.15. Let G be the dihedral group of order 4n for some
q Ã  . < 4n g Z , and let Z ( H eG. Let B s C g Cla G C : H . Thus for2 n
 :  4 i yiH s x , B s 1, c , c , . . . , c , where c s x q x for 1 F i - n and1 2 n i
n  4c s x . Define D [ 1, c , c , . . . , c , 2c , a rescaling of B, and letn 2 n 1 2 ny1 n
 :  . wA s D . Then A, D is a homogeneous ITA of degree 2. See B2, p.2 n 2 n &
x910 , where this example realizes the affine diagram BC as an ITA.n
 .EXAMPLE 1.16. Let A, B be a table algebra which is homogeneous of
degree l g Rq. Let H be an abelian group and C [ C H. Then A m C,C
 < 4with basis B m H [ b m h b g B, h g H is a table algebra, where
y1  .  . wb m hs b m h and f b m h s f b for all b g B, h g H B1, Example
x1.5 . Define
<  4B m H 9 [ b m h b g B _ 1 , h g H 4 .
<  4  4j 1 m lh h g H _ 1 j 1 m 1 , 4
  . .a rescaling of B m H. Then it is easily seen that A m C, B m H 9 is
 .  homogeneous of degree l; and if A, B is an ITA then so is A m C, B m
. .  4 .  4  <  44H 9 . We may regard 1 m H 9 as simply H9 [ 1 j lh h g H _ 1 .
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EXAMPLE 1.17. We present two families of homogeneous table algebras
 .  .of degree l, with bases denoted T l for l ) 1, and V 3, l for l G 2. It0
is easy to check that the given products, extended bilinearly, yield table
algebras which are homogeneous of degree l, and are integral when
q  .  .l g Z . Furthermore, T l is the smallest member of the family T l0 n
 .defined below in Example 3.3 and Definition 3.4, and V 3, l is the spe-
 .  .cial case V 3, l, 1, l y 1 of the family V 3, l, m, b given below in
Example 3.2.
 4 2T l [ 1, b , with b s l ? 1 q l y 1 b; .  .0
 4 2V 3, l [ 1, b , c , with b s l ? 1 q l y 1 c, bc s l y 1 b q c, .  .  .
c2 s l ? 1 q b q l y 2 c. .
 .  .  .  .Note that T 2 ( O 2, Z and V 3, 2 ( O 2, Z .0 x 3 x 5
 .DEFINITION 1.18. Let A, B be a table algebra and b g B. The width
<  . <of b is defined as Supp bb .B
Thus, ``width'' is always a positive integer. Note that our terminology
w xdiffers from that in X , where our notion of ``width'' is there called
``length.'' Note also that b has width 1 iff b is linear.
w xThe next theorem extends a result of one of the authors X, Theorem 1
which contains the additional hypothesis that the given faithful element is
real.
 .THEOREM 3. Let A, B be an integral table algebra which is homoge-
neous of degree l for some l ) 2, and is such that B contains a standard,
  . .faithful element of width 2. Then B is exactly isomorphic to T l m Z 9 or0 m
  . . qV 3, l m Z 9 for some m g Z .m
 .Let A, B be a table algebra and C a table subset of B. There is an
idempotent, denoted e , which equals a positive real scalar timesC
  . . w x   . < 4 f b rb b B1, Corollary 3.13 . Also, Supp e b b g B parti-b g C i i i1 i B C i ii w  .xtions B into disjoint classes B1, Theorem 1, 1* .
DEFINITION 1.19. Let A, B, C, and e [ e be as above. DefineC
< 4BrC [ e j eb b g B _ C and f b F f b for all b g Supp eb . .  . 4 .i i i j j B i
w x  .It follows from B1, Theorems 1, 2 that Ae, BrC is a table algebra, is
 .  w x.an epimorphic image of A, B as defined in B1, Definition 1.8 , and up
to isomorphism is the unique such image where C comprises exactly those
elements of B which map to positive scalar multiples of the identity. Then
 .Ae, BrC is called the quotient table algebra determined by C. The
positive-valued homomorphism on BrC is just the restriction of f.
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 .Remark 1.20. Let A, B be an ITA which is homogeneous of degree l.
w xLet C be a table subset of B. It follows from B1, Lemma 5.4 that
 .Ae , BrC is again an ITA which is homogeneous of degree l.C
Composition series are defined in the obvious way for any table basis, and
wa Jordan]Holder theorem holds for such chains of table subsets B1,
x  .Theorem 5 . A table algebra A, B is called nilpotent iff every composition
w xfactor of B is abelian B1, Definition 1.16 .
 .DEFINITION 1.21. The upper central series of a table algebra A, B is
 i. . 0. .the chain of table subsets L B for all i G 0, defined as follows: L B [
 4 1. .  .  iq1. .1 , L B [ L B , and recursively, L B is the table subset of B such
 iq1. .  i. .   i. ..  w x.that L B rL B s L BrL B see B1, Theorem 3 .
 i. .Thus, each L B is nilpotent, and for some n, and all j G 0,
L0. B : L1. B : L2. B : ??? : Ln. B s Lnqj. B . .  .  .  .  .
 i. .  i. If there is no ambiguity, we abbreviate L B as L . Note the analogous
 i. . w x.  .definition of L B , p a prime, in B1, Sect. 5 . When A, B isp
  .  ..  i.Z CG , Cla G for a finite group G, then the L correspond to the usual
upper central series of G. That is,
Ã <L s C g Cla G C : Z G , .  . 4
2. Ã <L s C g Cla G C : N , where NrZ G s Z GrZ G , .  .  . . 4
and so forth.
 .For any table algebra A, B , it is easy to verify that the central series
term Ln. with Ln. s Lnq1. coincides with the nilpotent radical Bnil, the
 w x.unique maximal nilpotent table subset of B as in B1, Theorem 7 . In
particular, the following result holds.
 . n. .PROPOSITION 1.22. A table algebra A, B is nilpotent iff L B s B for
some n ) 0.
 .DEFINITION 1.23. If A, B is a nilpotent table algebra, then the mini-
n. .mal n ) 0 such that L B s B is called the nilpotence class of B.
Remark 1.24. One may define a lower central series for any table
 . 0. .  i. .  iq1. .algebra A, B as follows: C B s B, and given C B , set C B
 .equal to the intersection of all table subsets of B which contain Supp bb ,B
 i. .  iq1. .  i. .for all b g C B . Then C B : C B , and it is easy to see that the
 4series terminates in 1 iff B is nilpotent. Furthermore, the minimal n such
n. .  4that C B s 1 equals the nilpotence class of B.
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The next theorem, for nilpotent homogeneous integral table algebras,
stands in contrast to Example 3.2 below.
 .THEOREM 4. Suppose that A, B is a nilpotent, homogeneous ITA of
 .degree l, with nilpotence class n. Let b g B with length b, b s ml. Then
2.l s m ? sta b ? sta be .  .L L rL L
3. 2. 2. n. ny1. ny1.? sta be ? ??? ? sta be . .  .L rL L L rL L
<In particular, m l.
The final main result of this paper, Theorem 5 below, concerns homoge-
neous ITAs of prime degree. It is preceded by two classes of examples.
Example 1.25 establishes some context, and Example 1.26 describes alge-
bras which occur in the conclusion of the theorem.
EXAMPLE 1.25. Let p be a prime, H a finite abelian group acted upon
 :by Z s f , but not necessarily fixed-point freely. Each Z -orbit in Hp p
Ã  . < 4has size 1 or p. Let G s Z h H and S s C g Cla G C : H . Then S isp
Ã . < <a table subset of Cla G such that C s p or 1 for all C g S. Let B be the
Ã Ã< <rescaling of S which consists of 1, each C g S with C s p, and pC for
Ã Ã Ã Ã< <  .each C / 1 in S with C s 1. Define O p, H 9 [ B. If C, D, U are in S
Ã ÃÃ< < < <  4  .with C s D s p, U s u , and U g Supp CD , then there exist c g C,
d g D with cd s u. Hence, u s uf i s cf idf i for all i, and the coefficient
Ã ÃÃ  .with which U appears in CD is p. It follows that O p, H 9 is an ITA which
is homogeneous of degree p. If H is a p-group, then G is nilpotent and
 .thus O p, H 9 is a nilpotent table algebra.
 . nTwo special cases of O p, H 9 deserve mention. First, let p s 2, H s Z2
for some n ) 0, where Z acts on H by inversion. Then G is the dihedral2
nq1  .n ngroup of order 2 , and O 2, Z 9 s D as in Example 1.15. Note that2 2
D n has nilpotence class n, and that every element is real.2
 .For the second special case, let H s Z = Z = ??? = Z p times , andp p p
 :let Z s f act on H by cyclic permutation of coordinates. In otherp
 .words, G is the wreath product Z X Z . Let B s O p, H 9. It is not hardp p
to check that
<  4L B s 1, 1, . . . , 1 j p x , x , . . . , x x g Z _ 1 , 4 .  .  . 4p
 py1. .B has nilpotence class p, and any element in B _ L B is faithful.
EXAMPLE 1.26. We present two families of nilpotent, homogeneous
 .  . .ITAs of degree l where l is a fixed positive integer , N 2 , l and
 . .N 3 , l , with nilpotence classes 2 and 3, resp. First, define, as the basis
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for a complex vector space A,
 2 ly1 4N 2 , l [ 1, lu , lu , . . . , lu , b , . .
 : i iwhere u s Z , a cyclic group of order l, lu ? b s lb s b ? lu for all i,l
2  2 ly1.and b s l 1 q u q u q ??? qu . It is easy to check that these prod-
ucts extend to a bilinear multiplication on A which is associative and
i yi  . ..commutative. Then A, N 2 , l is an ITA, with u s u and b s b; and
 . .   . ..N 2 , l is homogeneous of degree l. Note that L N 2 , l s
 ly14 2.  . ..  . .1, lu, . . . , lu , and L N 2 , l s N 2 , l . Next, we define
N 3 , l . .
[ 1, lu , lu2 , . . . , luly1 , ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ , b , ub, u2 b , . . . , uly1b , 41 2 ly1
as a basis for a complex vector space A of dimension 3l y 1. We define
 i .  :multiplication with u b already given so that u s Z , andl
¡l¨ read i q j mod l if i q j / l; .iq j
ly1~¨ ¨ si j il ? u if i q j s l;¢
is0
ui¨ s ¨ ui s ¨ for all i , j;j j j
ly1
2b s l1 q ¨ ; j
js1
ly1
i¨ b s b¨ s b ? u , for all j.j j
is0
This extends to a multiplication in A which is associative and commuta-
tive. Direct verification of associativity is tedious, but an alternative
construction of these algebras is given in Proposition 3.7 below. Then
i yi  . ..A, N 3 , l is an ITA which is homogeneous of degree l, where u s u ,
ly1  . ..  4¨ s ¨ , b s b. Observe that L N 3 , l s 1, lu, . . . , lu ,i ly i
2.  . ..  ly1 4 3.  . ..L N 3 , l s 1, lu, . . . , lu , ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ , and L N 3 , l s1 2 ly1
 . .N 3 , l .
 .THEOREM 5. Suppose that A, B is a nilpotent, homogeneous integral
table algebra of degree l, where l is an odd prime. Assume also that B has a
X  . .real, faithful element. Then B is exactly isomorphic to one of Z , N 2 , l , or2
 . .N 3 , l . In particular, the nilpotence class of B is at most three.
 .  .Remark 1.27. i If A, B satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 5, but
with l s 2, then there is no bound on the nilpotence class of B. This is
shown by the algebras D n from Example 1.25.2
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 .  .ii Suppose that A, B is a nilpotent, homogeneous ITA of odd prime
 .degree l, and that B has a nonreal faithful element. Then B can have
 .nilpotence class l, as in the algebra O l, H 9 of Example 1.25, where
G s Z X Z . It seems an open question as to whether the nilpotence classl l
 .of such A, B is always bounded above by some function of l.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the
proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, and of Proposition 1.11. Section 3 presents a
detailed description of Example 1.26 and of several other examples,
 .including the family T n, l, m of homogeneous ITAs of degree l. This
family will play an important role in subsequent work. Theorem 3 is proved
in Section 4 and Theorems 4 and 5 are established in Section 5. Section 6
w x  .displays representation graphs, as defined in B2, Section 5 , for T l sn
 .  . .T n, l, 1 when n is even, and for N 3 , 5 .
2. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2
 .Proof of Theorem 1. Let A, B be an ITA, with structure constants
 < 4b as in Definition 1.1. If B9 s g b b g B is any rescaling of B, withi jm i i i
structure constants b X , then it is easy to see thati jm
b X s g g rg b , for all i , j, m. 2.1 . .i jm i j m i jm
 . 2  .Now let g s lcm f b , g s g rf b for each i ) 1, g s 1, and B9 si i i i 1
X 4  < 4  .  .b s g b b g B . Then B9 is a rescaling of B, since f b s f b for alli i i i i i
X  4  X.  .  2  ..  . 2i. Each b g B9 _ 1 has degree f b s g f b s g rf b ? f b s g .i i i i i i
 . 2 qThus, A, B9 is homogeneous of degree g g Z . Furthermore, for all i, j,
 .m ) 1, 2.1 and the definition of g yield
b X s g 2rf b g 2rf b f b rg 2 b .  . . .  . .i jm i j m i jm
q  4s grf b grf b f b b g Z j 0 , .  . .  . .i j m i jm
X 2 2 q  ..  4  .and b s d g rf b b g Z j 0 . So A, B9 is an ITA, and thei j1 ı j i i i1
theorem is proved.
 .Proof of Proposition 1.11. Let A, B be a homogeneous ITA of degree
q  4l g Z . For each b g B _ 1 , we apply the algebra homomorphism f toi
the equation
k
b b s b b s b , b 1 q b b . i i i im m i i i im m
ms1 m)1
to obtain
2l s f b f b s f b b s b , b q b l. .  . .  . i i i i i i i im
m)1
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< .Each b a nonnegative integer thus implies that l b , b and thati im i i
2  .l G b , b ) 0. The result follows.i i
 .LEMMA 2.2. Let A, B be a homogeneous ITA of degree l. Then for all
indices i, j, m with m ) 1, b F l.i jm
Proof. Apply the homomorphism f to the equation
q  4b b s b b q b b , b g Z j 0 .i j i jm m i jt t i jt
t/m
2  .We obtain l s b l q  b f b G b l. So l G b .i jm t / m i jt t i jm i jm
 .Proof of Theorem 2. Let A, B be a homogeneous ITA of degree l.
Let b g B be nonlinear, and with m maximal among nonlinear basisi i
1 .elements. Then m [ m - l Remark 1.12 . We may assume that m ) l.i 2
 .Then l G 3 Remark 1.6 .
 4By hypothesis, there is a standard element b g B _ 1 , so that m s 1.t t
 .Then for S the set of indices for Supp b b ,B i t
b b s b b , b g Zq. 2.3 .i t i t j j i t j
jgS
 . .Now m - m implies that b / b , and thus 1 f S by 1.1 III .t t i
 .Since B is orthogonal with respect to the Hermitian form , , we have
 .  .  .b m l s b b , b , b ml s b b , b , and b m l s b b , b . Then byi t j j i t j t ji t j i ji t t j i t
 .1.7 ,
0 - b m s b m s b , for all j g S. 2.4 .i t j j t ji ji t
 .Now by 2.4 and Lemma 2.2, l G b m ) b lr2, which forcest ji t ji
b s 1, for all j g S. 2.5 .t ji
 .Hence, again by 2.4 ,
b s m s b m , for all j g S. 2.6 .ji t i t j j
<  .Therefore, m m for all j g S, and 2.3 may be rewritten asj
m
b b s b . 2.7 .i t jm jjgS
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 . 2  .The application of f to each side of 2.7 implies that l s  mrm l,jg S j
and thus
l s mrm . 2.8 . j
jgS
 .Now for all j g S, 2.6 yields
b b s mb q b b . 2.9 .j i t ji s s
s/t
 .If i g S, 2.9 with j s i implies that
b b s mb q ml1 q b b ,i i t i i s s
s/t , 1
and thus
2l s f b b s ml q ml q l b G 2ml. . i i i i s
s/t , 1
This forces m F lr2, a contradiction. So i f S. Then for all j g S, j / i
 .and 2.9 imply
2l s f b b s ml q l b , . j i ji s
s/t , 1
and so
b s l y m , for all j g S. 2.10 . ji s
s/t , 1
Now b b s ml1 q x and b b s m l1 q y , where x and y are nonnegativei i j j j j j
 4  .  .combinations of B _ 1 , for all j g S. Therefore, by 1.7 and 2.9 ,
2mm l F ml1 q x , m l1 q y s b b , b b s b b , b b .  .  .j j j i i j j i j i j
2 2 2 2s m b , b q b b , b s m l q b m l. . .  t t ji s s s ji s s
s/t , 1 s/t , 1
Hence,
2 2mm l F m q b m , for all j g S. 2.11 .j ji s s
s/t , 1
 .Now by 1.7 ,
b m l s b b , b s b , b b s b m l, .  .ji s s j i s j i s i s j j
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so that b m s b m . Since b F l, by Lemma 2.2, we have b m Fji s s i s j j i s j ji s s
 .  .lm . Then 2.11 and 2.10 yieldj
2 2mm l F m q b lm s m q l y m lm . .j ji s j j
s/t , 1
Thus,
m2
ml F q l y m l, for all j g S. 2.12 .  .
m j
 .Let k G 1 be the maximum value of m , for all j g S. Then by 2.12 ,j
 2 . 2 2 2ml F m rk q l y ml, and hence m y 2kml q kl G 0. So either
2 2’ ’m G kl q l k y k or m F kl y l k y k . But the former contradicts
m - l. Therefore,
2’m F l k y k y k , k s max m . 2.13 . . j
jgS
 < 4  < 4Suppose that k F 2. Set S s j g S m s 1 , S s j g S m s 2 . Then1 j 2 j
Ç  .  < < < < .S s S j S , and by 2.8 , l s S q S r2 m. Then l ) m ) lr2 yieldsi 2 1 2
< <S2
< <2 ) S q ) 1.1 2
< < < < < < < <So k s 2, and either S s 3 and S s 0, or S s S s 1. Hence,2 1 2 1
 .  .m s 2lr3, which contradicts 2.13 . Thus, k G 3, and now 2.13 implies
’ .that m F l 3 y 6 . The inequality is strict, since m and l are integers,
and the theorem is proved.
Remark 2.14. The proof of Theorem 2 also yields the following. If we
assume, toward a contradiction, only that m ) lr2, then the entire argu-
 .  .ment through 2.12 remains valid. We may sum the inequality of 2.12
 . < < < < .over j g S, and use 2.8 to obtain S ml F ml q S l y m l, and there-
fore
< < < <m F S r 2 S y 1 ? l. . .
3. EXAMPLES
Several families of homogeneous table algebras, most of them integral,
are described in detail in this section. Our first two examples illustrate
 .some possibilities for the integers m , where for A, B a homogeneousi
 .ITA of degree l and b g B, b , b s m l as in Proposition 1.11 andi i i i
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Theorem 2. Example 3.1 shows that m s lr2 can occur in a basis whichi
also contains standard elements. Example 3.2 reveals that m is not alwaysi
a divisor of l.
 :EXAMPLE 3.1. Fix any odd prime p. The cyclic group Z s f actspy1
 .fixed-point-freely on Z , and acts nonfaithfully if p ) 3 by inversion onp
 y14  4  4  .Z s 1, x, x . List Z _ 1 as a , a , . . . , a , where a s f a .3 p 1 2 py1 iq1 i
 :Then f acts on Z = Z with the orbitspy1 3
C [ a x , a xy1 , a x , a xy1 , . . . , a x , a xy1 , 41 1 2 3 4 py2 py1
C [ a xy1 , a x , a xy1 , a x , . . . , a xy1 , a x , 42 1 2 3 4 py2 py1
 4  y1 4  4D [ a , a , . . . , a , a , E [ x , x , 1 .1 2 py2 py1
 .Let G be the semidirect product Z h Z = Z . Then C , C , D, E,py1 p 3 1 2
 41 are the G-conjugacy classes which are contained in Z = Z . Letp 3
Ã Ã Ã Ã 4  .  :  .B [ 1, C , C , D, E : Cla G , A [ B : Z CG . Let l s p y 1. Note1 2
y1 y1  . y1that a s a , so that C s C iff p ' 1 mod 4 , and C s C pq1.r2 1 2 1 i i
 .  .i s 1, 2 iff p ' 3 mod 4 . Now for 1 F i, j F 2,
¡ Ã Ã Ãl1 q combination of C , C , D , or /1 2~Ã ÃC C si j ¢ Ã Ã Ã Ãlr2 E q combination of C , C , D , .  /1 2
Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃC D s lr2 E q combination of C , C . .  /i 1 2
Ã Ã Ã Ã  . 4  .Let B9 s 1, lr2 E, C , C , D . It follows that A, B9 is an ITA which is1 2
Ã Ã Ãhomogeneous of degree l. Note that C , C , D are standard, and1 2
Ã Ã 2 Ã Ã 2lr2 E, lr2 E s l r4 E, E s l r4 ? 2 s lr2 l, .  .  . . .  . .
so that m s lr2.Ãlr2.E
 .EXAMPLE 3.2. This example is inspired by the P-polynomial standard
w xC-algebras defined in BI, Sect. III.6 , although we do not explicitly use
that construction here. Fix l, m, b g Rq with l G mb , l G b q 1, and
2  .  .l q m b G m l q 1 . We denote a basis V s V 3, l, m, b for a 3-dimen-
 4sional C-vector space A as V [ 1, b, c . We define multiplication so that
1 is the multiplicative identity, and so that
b2 s l1 q l y b y 1 b q bc, .
bc s cb s mb b q l y mb c, 3.2a .  .
c2 s ml1 q m l y mb b q l q m2b y m y ml c. .  .
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This product extends bilinearly to a multiplication on A which is commu-
tative and also associative, since
22b bc s mbl1 q mb 2l y b y mb y 1 b q mb q l y mb c .  .  . .  .
s b2c,
and
22 2c cb s l y mb ml1 q m b q m l y mb b .  .  . .
q l y mb mb q l q m2b y m y ml c s c2 b. .  . .
 .Then A, V satisfies Definition 1.1, with s id . Substitution of l forA
 .  .  .each of b and c in 3.2a yields equalities. Hence, f b s l s f c and
 .  .A, V is homogeneous of degree l. Note that b, b s l, so that b is
 .standard, and c, c s ml.
q  .If l, m, b g Z then A, V is clearly integral. Note that if we select
0 F g - l and choose m, b with mb s l y g , then the condition l q
2  .  . qm b G m l q 1 is equivalent to m F lr 1 q g . Hence, given l g Z ,
  ..there are usually many choices for m, b so that A, V 3, l, m, b is a
homogeneous ITA of degree l, and with m ¦ l.
 .Our next example presents the family T n, l, m of certain homoge-
neous table algebras of degree l. When l is an odd integer at least 3, the
algebras will be integral.
EXAMPLE 3.3. Fix n, m g Z with n G 0, m G 1. Fix l g R with l ) 1.
 .  .  .Let a s l y 1 r2, b s l q 1 r2 so a ) 0 since l ) 1 .
 :  :Let Z s u , the cyclic group of order m. Let R s C u be the groupm
y1 . algebra with automorphism f such that f u s u [ u . So
my 1 i my1 i . .f  l u s  l u , l g C. Let b be an indeterminate over R, sois0 i is0 i i
w xthat R b is a polynomial ring. We proceed to define recursively the
w xfollowing elements of R b :
b [ b ,0
and for all i ) 0,
b [ by1 bb y a b . 3.3a .  .i iy1 iy1
Thus, each b has degree i q 1 and leading coefficient byi, a unit in R.i
Also,
bb s a b q b b , all j G 0. 3.3b .j j jq1
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 .  .It follows from 3.3a , 3.3b , and induction on i that
b b s a b q b b , all i , j G 0. 3.3c .i j iqj iqjq1
 .  .Now let p b [ b b y lu1 y a ub. Then p b has degree n q 2 andnq1
yn w x   .:leading coefficient b , a unit in R. Let A [ R b r p b , which has
 41, b , b , . . . , b as an R-basis, and hence has the C-basis0 1 n
Ç j Ç j< < 4B [ 1 j lu 0 - j - m j b u 0 F i F n , 0 F j - m . 4  4i
w xWe identify these elements of R b with their images in A. By definition
 .of p b ,
 :b b ' lu1 q a ub mod p b . . .nq1 0
So for i q j s n,
 :b b s a b q b b ' lu1 q a ub q a b mod p b . 3.3d .  . .i j n nq1 0 n
Now
b 2 b s b bb y ba b ' b lu1 q a ub y ba b .nq2 nq1 nq1 0 nq1
 :mod p b . 3.3e .  . .
Note that
b lu1 q a ub s lub q a 2 ub q ab ub s b 2 ub q ab ub , .0 0 0 1 0 1
2 2  . y1since a q l s b . So multiplication of 3.3e by b yields
 :b b q a b ' a ub q b ub mod p b . . .nq2 nq1 1 0
One can now verify that for all i ) 0,
 :b b q a b ' a ub q b ub mod p b , 3.3f .  . .nq iq1 nqi i iy1
 .simply by using induction on i, assuming 3.3f true for some i, multiplying
 .  .the congruence through by b, and applying 3.3b and 3.3f for i to obtain
 .  .  .  .3.3f for i q 1. Now 3.3c , 3.3d , 3.3f imply the following formulas for
products in A. For all 0 F i, j F n,
a b q b b , i q j - n¡ iq j iqjq1~lu1 q a ub q a b , i q j s nb b s 3.3g .0 ni j ¢a ub q b ub , i q j ) n.iq jyn iqjyny1
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The remaining products of pairs of elements of B are obtained by multiply-
 .ing 3.3g through by powers of u.
 .  .Define the map c : A ª A so that c b s ub , 0 F i F n, c 1 si nyi
 .  .  .1, c rx s f r c x for all x s b or 1 and all r g R, and so that ci
 .  .preserves addition on A. Then one can check from 3.3g that c b b si j
 .  .c b c b for all 0 F i, j F n. It follows that c is a C-algebra automor-i j
 .  .phism of A, of order 2 unless n s 0 and m s 1 , and with c B s B.
 .  .Now by 3.3g , A, B is a table algebra with respect to the automor-
 .phism c . Substitution of l for each b , and of 1 for u, in 3.3g yieldsi
 .  .equalities. Hence, A, B is homogeneous of degree l. Define T n, l, m
[ B. Note that each b g B is a faithful element. If l is an odd integeri
 . q  .  .G 3 , then a , b g Z , and so 3.3g implies that T n, l, m is integral.
 .  4  j < 4  .  .Clearly L B s 1 j lu 0 - j - m , and BrL B ( T n, l, 1 .x
q  4DEFINITION 3.4. For all n g Z j 0 and l g R with l ) 1,
T l [ T n , l, 1 . .  .n
We summarize our results in
q  4 qPROPOSITION 3.5. For all n g Z j 0 , m g Z , and l g R with l ) 1,
  ..A, T n, l, m is a homogeneous table algebra of degree l, and is integral
when l is an odd integer. Also,
T n , l, m rL T n , l, m ( T l . .  .  . . x n
 .Finally, T n, l, m for n ) 1 is not isomorphic to a table subset of
  .  ..   .  ..Z CG , Cla G or Ch G , Irr G for any finite group G.
Proof. The first two statements are already verified. For the final claim,
 .note that when n ) 1, b , b s c b s ub and ub are distinct ele-0 0 0 n ny1
 . qments of T n, l, m , for any l ) 1 and m g Z , with
b ub s a ub q b ub s a ub q bb , .0 ny1 ny1 n ny1 0
 .  .  .by 3.3g . However, for any finite group G, neither Cla G nor Irr G
 .  4contains distinct elements of the form b, b, c such that Supp bc s c, b
w xAB, Corollary E9 .
Remark 3.6. The last statement of Proposition 3.5 is false for n s 0, 1.
 .  .Note that for any odd prime p, T p y 1 ( O p y 1, Z ; and if p ' 30 x p
 .  . .  . .mod 4 then T p y 1 r2 ( O p y 1 r2, Z .1 x p
 . .The final result in this section verifies the existence of N 3 , l , as
defined in Example 1.26.
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PROPOSITION 3.7. Fix l g Zq. Let A be a complex ¨ector space with a
 2 ly1 4  :basis C s 1, lu, lu , . . . , lu , ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ such that u s Z as a1 2 ly1 l
multiplicati¨ e group. Extend this multiplication to a bilinear product on A
 . ly1 isuch that ¨ ¨ s l¨ i q j read mod l if i q j / l, ¨ ¨ s l ?  u ,i j iqj j lyj is0
and ¨ ui s ui¨ s ¨ for all i, j. Then the following hold:j j j
 .i The gi¨ en multiplication is commutati¨ e and associati¨ e on A, and
i yi .A, C is a homogeneous ITA of degree l, where u s u and ¨ s ¨ fori lyi
all i.
 .ii Let b be an indeterminate o¨er the commutati¨ e ring A, so that
w x ly1 jA b is a polynomial ring. Let I be the C-span of all ¨ y  u , 1 F i Fi js0
l y 1, a subspace of dimension l y 1. Then I is an ideal of A. Furthermore,
w x 2  ly1 .if J is the ideal of A b generated by Ib and b y l ? 1 q  ¨ , and if Bis1 i
w x  i < 4  w x .is the set of images in A b rJ of C and bu 0 F i F l , then A b rJ, B is
 . .the algebra N 3 , l of Example 1.26.
 .  .Proof. Part i is easy to check directly. For ii , note first that for 1 F i,
t, r F l y 1,
l¨ y l¨ if i q t / l,¡ tq i t
ly1
ly1j ~¨ ¨ y u s ¨ ¨ y l¨ st i t i t j / yl ¨ y u if i q t s l;tjs0 ¢  /js0
ly1 ly1¡
j jl ¨ y u y ¨ y u g I tq i t / /js0 js0~s
ly1
jyl ¨ y u g I ;t¢  /js0
ly1 ly1
r j ju ¨ y u s ¨ y u g I. i i /js0 js0
 .So I is an ideal, and R [ ArI has as a C-basis the images of
1, lu, lu2, . . . , luly1. Then as an algebra,
w x 2A b rIb ( A [ Rb [ Rb [ ??? ,
n  n n 2 n ly1 n4where each Rb has as a C-basis b , ub , u b , . . . , u b . Now JrIb is
w x  . 2  ly1 .the ideal of A b rIb generated by the image of b y l ? 1 q  ¨ .is1 i
w x  . iHence, A b rJ ( A [ Rb, which has C-basis the images of C and bu ,
2 ly1 for 0 F i F l y 1. In this algebra, b s l ? 1 q  ¨ , and b ¨ yis1 i i
ly1 j. ly1 j u s 0 implies that b¨ s  bu . Therefore, B spans a tablejs0 i js0
 . .algebra which is exactly isomorphic to N 3 , l .
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
 .Throughout this section, A, B is a homogeneous ITA of degree l, l )
w2, and b g B is a standard, faithful element of width 2. If b s b, then X,
x  .   . .  .   .Theorem 1 shows that B ( T l , T l m Z 9, V 3, l , or V 3, l mx 0 0 2
.Z 9. So we may assume henceforth that b / b.2
 .  4  4By hypothesis, Supp bb s 1, c for some c g B _ 1 . Then c s c, as
bb is invariant under . Since b is standard, 1 appears with coefficient l in
 .the decomposition of bb in terms of B. Then degree f c s l, while
2 .f bb s l , implies that
bb s l1 q l y 1 c. 4.1 .  .
 .Now c, c s ml for some m g Z, 1 F m F l, by Proposition 1.11. Let g
 .be the coefficient of b in the decomposition of bc. Then by 1.7 ,
lg s b , b g s bc, b s bb, c s l y 1 c, c s l y 1 ml. .  .  .  .  .  .
 .So g s l y 1 m. But by Lemma 2.2, g F l. This forces m s 1, as l ) 2,
and so g s l y 1. Therefore,
c is standard,
and
4.2 . 4bc s l y 1 b q d, some d g B _ 1, b . .
 .  .Proposition 1.11, 4.2 , and 1.7 yield that there exists d g Z with
1 F d F l such that
dl s d , d s bc, d s c, bd . .  .  .
 .  .  .As c, c s l, c appears with coefficient d in bd. By 4.1 and 4.2 ,
2b bc s l y 1 bb q bd s l y 1 l1 q l y 1 c q bd .  .  .  .
2s bb c s lc q l y 1 c . .  .
Hence,
22l y 1 c s l y 1 l1 q l y 1 y l c q bd. 4.3 .  .  .  . .
 .2Now c appears with net coefficient l y 1 y l q d on the right hand
 .  . <side of 4.3 , so 4.3 implies that l y 1 l y d . Thus d s 1 or l. That is, as
noted in Remark 1.12,
d is either standard or linear. 4.4 .
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 .  .Suppose that d is linear. Then c g Supp bd implies that b g Supp dc ,
w x  .and hence dc s lb and bd s lc AB, Proposition 3.2 . Then 4.3 yields
2  .  4  . Xc s l1 q l y 1 c, and hence B s 1, c ( T l . Also, B ( Z forc x 0 d x m
 4some m ) 0. Since B l B s 1 , and the members of B are linear, itc d d
follows that the elements 1, lyiq1di for 1 F i - m, and lyi cdi for
0 F i - m, are all distinct. It is easily seen that they form a table subset C
 .   . .which is exactly isomorphic to B m Z 9 ( T l m Z 9. Since b sc m x 0 m
y1   . .l cd g C and b is faithful, B s C ( T l m Z 9.x 0 m
 .Suppose that d is standard. Then c has coefficient d s 1 in bd. By 4.3 ,
 .the coefficient of any other element of Supp bd is divisible by l y 1.
Thus, homogeneity and d / b yield
 4bd s c q l y 1 g , some g g B _ 1, c . 4.5 .  .
 .  .Substitution of 4.5 into 4.3 implies that
c2 s l1 q l y 2 c q g . 4.6 .  .
 .  .Now by 4.5 and 4.2 ,
2c bd s c q l y 1 cg s l1 q l y 2 c q g q l y 1 cg .  .  .  .
s bcd s l y 1 b q d d s l y 1 bd q dd .  . .
2s l y 1 c q l y 1 g q dd. .  .
 .2 It follows that g must occur with coefficient at least l y 1 in g q l y
.  .1 cg, and hence with coefficient at least l y 1 in cg as l ) 2 . Since
 2 .  .g g Supp c forces c g Supp cg , we must have
cg s c q l y 1 g . 4.7 .  .
 .  .  4  .It follows from 4.6 and 4.7 that B s 1, g, c ( V 3, l , where g l b inc x
2  .Example 1.17. In particular, g s l1 q l y 1 c.
 .  .  . .  .  .Now bg, d s g, bd s l y 1 g, g s l y 1 l. Since d, d s l, we
have
 4bg s l y 1 d q u , some u g B _ 1, d . 4.8 .  .
 .Then by 1.7 ,
2u , u q l y 1 l .  .
2s bg , bg s bb, g .  .
22s l1 q l y 1 c, l1 q l y 1 c s l q l y 1 l. .  .  . .
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 . 2  .  .Hence, u, u s l and u is linear. Since b, gu s bg, u ) 0, we have by
w x XAB, Proposition 3.2 that gu s lb. Now B ( Z for some m ) 0. Sinceu x m
 4B l B s 1 , and the members of B are linear, it follows that thec u u
elements 1, lyiq1ui for 1 F i - m, lyi cui for 0 F i - m, and lyi gui for
0 F i - m are all distinct. They clearly form a table subset D, with
  . . y1D ( V 3, l m Z 9. Since faithful b s l gu g D, B s D. The proof ofx m
Theorem 3 is complete.
5. NILPOTENT HOMOGENEOUS ITAs
Theorems 4 and 5, which concern nilpotent homogeneous ITAs, are
proved in this section. But first we establish some lemmas of a more
general nature.
 .  .LEMMA 5.1. Let A, B be a table algebra, L s L B , and b g B. Then
 .  .Supp bb l L s sta b .B L
 .  .Proof. For any c g B, 1.9 implies that c g Supp bb m b gB
 . w x  .Supp bc . If c g L, then AB, Proposition 3.2 yields that b g Supp bcB B
 4  .  .m b s Supp bc m c g sta b . The result follows.B L
 .LEMMA 5.2. Assume that A, B is a homogeneous ITA of degree l. Let
 . L s L B , e s e , and b g B. Let b ha¨e length m l as in PropositionL b
.1.11 , and be ha¨e length m l, with respect to the algebra BrL. Thenb e
< <m s m ? sta b .b e b L
Proof. By definition of length and Lemma 5.1,
bb s lm ? 1 q g b q g b , b i i i i
b gsta b  .b gSupp bbi L_14 i B_ L
q  .where each g g Z . But for all b g sta b, b b s lb and 1.7 yieldi i L_14 i
2g l s g b , b s bb, b s b , bb s b , lb s l ? m l. .  .  . .i i i i i i b
Thus, g s m andi b
bb s m l1 q b q g b . 5.3 . b i i i /
b gsta b  .b gSupp bbi L_14 i B_ L
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 4Since b g L _ 1 implies that b e s le, we havei i
bebe s m le q b e q g b e b i i i /
b gsta b  .b gSupp bbi L_14 i B_ L
< <s m ? sta b ? le q combination of BrL _ LrL . .  . .b L
By Proposition 1.11 and the definition of length, m l is the coefficient ofb e
< <e in the BrL decomposition of bebe. Hence, m s m ? sta b .b e b L
 .LEMMA 5.4. Assume that A, B is a homogeneous ITA of degree l.
Suppose that b, c g B _ L are such that b / c and bc is the sum of l distinct
 .standard elements of B. Then b and c are standard and Supp bb lB
 .  4Supp cc s 1 . In particular, b / c.B
Proof. Set bc s l b , where each b is standard, and there are lis1 i i
 . l  . 2distinct such elements in the sum. Then bc, bc s  b , b s l . Byis1 i i
2 .  .1.7 , l s bb, cc . But by Proposition 1.11, bb s m l ? 1 q x and cc sb
m l ? 1 q y, where m , m g Zq and x, y are Zq-combinations of nonemptyc b c
 4  .subsets of B _ 1 as b, c are nonlinear . Thus,
2 2l s bb, cc s m m l q x , y . . . b c
 .Hence, m s m s 1 and x, y s 0. The result follows.b c
 j. .  j.Proof of Theorem 4. We use induction on n. Let L B s L , all
j G 0. If n s 1 then B s L, m s l, and the theorem holds. Suppose that
n ) 1. Then BrL has nilpotence class n y 1, be g BrL unless b g L, inL
.  j. .  jq1.which case m s l and the conclusion holds , and L BrL s L rL for
all j G 0. By induction,
2. 3. 2. 2. n. ny1. ny1.l s m ? sta be ? sta be ? ??? ? sta be . .  .  .b e L rL L L rL L L rL LL
< <Lemma 5.2 implies that m s m ? sta b , and the theorem is proved.b e LL
 j. .  j.Proof of Theorem 5. Let L B s L for all j G 0. Since B is nilpotent
and l is a prime, it follows from Theorem 4 and Remark 1.12 that every
element of B _ L is standard. Let B have nilpotence class n.
 .For any table subset M of L, let 1rl M denote the set
< 4  41rl M [ 1 j 1rl x x g M _ 1 . 4 .  .
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 .Thus, 1rl M forms an abelian group, every member of which has degree
 . w1. Furthermore, for all y g B and u g 1rl M, yu is in B by AB,
xProposition 3.2 .
Suppose that n s 1. Then b is linear, faithful, and real. So b2 s l21
 4 Ximplies that B s 1, b and B ( Z .x 2
Suppose that n s 2. Then b g L2. _ L. Since L2.rL is abelian, by
2 .  .  .definition, Supp b s Supp bb : L. Then by Lemma 5.1 and 5.3 ,B B
and since m s 1,b
b2 s l1 q b . i
b gsta bi L_14
2  .2 < < < <  2 .Thus, l s f b s l ? sta b , so that sta b s l. Since Supp b sL L B
 t.  4sta b, it follows that Supp b is b for all odd t, and is sta b for all evenL B L
 4 Xt. As b is faithful, B s b j sta b. Since l is a prime, sta b ( Z .L L x l
 . .Therefore, B ( N 2 , l .x
Suppose that n s 3. Then b g L3. _ L2.. By the previous case, b2eL
equals le plus a sum of l y 1 distinct, nontrivial elements of L2.rL.L
Hence,
ly1
2b s l1 q ¨ , 5.5 . i
is1
where the ¨ are distinct elements of L2. _ L with distinct images ini
L2.rL. Since, by the previous case,
ly1 X
2. 4e j ¨ e s sta be ( Z , .L i L L rL L x lis1
we may index the ¨ so thati
l¨ e if i q j / l read i q j mod l , .iq j L
¨ e ¨ e s 5.6 .i L j L 2 l e if i q j s l.L
2 2Since b s b , we have that ¨ s ¨ for 1 F i F l y 1.lyi i
 .  .  .Fix i, j with i q j / l. By 5.6 , Supp ¨ ¨ : Supp ¨ e . SinceB i j B iqj L
2 2 .  .  .  .b, b¨ s b , ¨ ) 0 and b, b¨ s b , ¨ ) 0,i lyi j j
2l s b , b F b¨ , b¨ s b , ¨ ¨ . .  .  .i j i j
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 2 .  .  4As Supp b l Supp ¨ e s ¨ , we may conclude thatB B iqj L iqj
¨ g Supp ¨ ¨ , for all i , j with i q j / l. 5.7 .  .iq j B i j
 .By Lemma 5.1 and 5.3 , for all 1 F i F l y 1,
¨ ¨ s l1 q w. 5.8 .i i
wgsta ¨L_14 i
In particular, sta ¨ ( ZX for all i. Suppose that sta ¨ / sta ¨ for someL i x l L j L 1
j. Then let i G 1 be minimal such that sta ¨ / sta ¨ so sta ¨ sL iq1 L 1 L i
.  4  <  . 4sta ¨ . Then sta ¨ l sta ¨ s 1 and ¨ w9 w9 g 1rl sta ¨ is aL 1 L iq1 L 1 iq1 L 1
set of l distinct elements of L2. _ L. Since w9¨ ¨ s ¨ ¨ for all w9 g1 i 1 i
 .  .1rl sta ¨ , it follows from 5.7 thatL 1
¨ ¨ s ¨ w9,1 i iq1
 .w 9g 1rl sta ¨L 1
 .a sum of l distinct standard elements of B. As ¨ ¨ s ¨ ¨ by 5.8 , this1 1 i i
contradicts Lemma 5.4. We have established that
sta ¨ s sta ¨ , 1 F i F l y 1. 5.9 .L i L 1
 .For all i, j with j / l y i, 5.6 implies that ¨ ¨ s  g y , where the yi j t t t t
 .  .are distinct elements of Supp ¨ e , one of which is ¨ by 5.7 , eachB iqj L iqj
g g Zq, and  g s l. Thus,t t t
2 2l ? g s g y , y s ¨ ¨ , ¨ ¨ s ¨ ¨ , ¨ ¨ .  .  . t t t t i j i j i i j j
t t
s l1 q w , l1 q w s l ? l2 s l3.  /
sta ¨ sta ¨L_14 1 L_14 1
2 2  .2Hence,  g s l s  g . It follows that there is only one such t, sot t t t
that
¨ ¨ s l¨ , for all i , j with i / l y j. 5.10 .i j iqj
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 .  :  4Let u generate 1rl sta ¨ . Hence, u ( Z , and sta ¨ s 1 jL 1 l L 1
 j < 4  .  .lu 1 F j F l y 1 . Then 5.8 and 5.9 yield
ly1
j¨ ¨ s l u , for all i ;i lyi  /js0 5.11 .
¨ u j s ¨ , for all i , j.i i
2 .  .  4Since Supp bb l L s Supp b l L s 1 , Lemma 5.1 implies thatB B
 4  j < 4sta b s 1 . Thus, bu 0 F j F l y 1 is a set of l distinct elements ofL
3. 2.  .  2 .  .L _ L . Since b¨ , b s ¨ , b ) 0, we have that b g Supp b¨ andi i B i
j  j. j  .bu g Supp b¨ u for all j. But b¨ u s b¨ , by 5.9 , so it follows thatB i i i
ly1
jb¨ s b u , for all i . 5.12 .i  /js0
 .  .  .  .It now follows from 5.5 , 5.10 , 5.11 , and 5.12 that
B s B s 1, lu , lu2 , . . . , luly1 , ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ , b , bu, bu2 , . . . , buly1 , 4b 1 2 ly1
 . .and B ( N 3 , l .x
Finally, we suppose that n G 4 and work toward a contradiction. Set
2 ly1  4 ny3.b s l1 q  b , for some b g B _ 1 . By the previous case, BrLis1 i i
 . . ny3.( N 3 , l . Let e s e . Thenx L
ly1
2be s le q b e, .  i
is1
where the b e are l y 1 distinct, standard elements of BrLny3.. Also,i
Lny2.rLny3. ( ZX .x l
Let ue denote a rescaling of degree 1 of a generator of Lny2.rLny3..
 .2  . ny2. ny3.Thus, ue also generates 1rl L rL , since l is odd. Now
ly1
2 2 2be ue s l ue q b e ue , .  .  .  .  . .  i
is1
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 .2 ny3.  . .where l ue is a nontrivial linear element of BrL , be ue g
ny3.  . .2BrL , and the b e ue form a set of l y 1 distinct nonlineari
ny3.  . .elements of BrL . Let c g B such that ce s be ue . Then
ly1
2 22c e s l ue q b e ue .  .  . i
is1
2 ly1  .2  . .2implies that c s  c , where c e s l ue and c e s b e ue foris0 i 0 i i
ny3.  .i ) 0. Since c f L = L as n G 4 , it follows that all the c are0 i
distinct and standard. This contradicts Lemma 5.4 and proves the theorem.
6. REPRESENTATION GRAPHS
 .Let A, B be a table algebra and let b s b be a real element of B.t
 . w xThen the representation graph G B , as defined in B2, Sect. 5 , is anb
undirected, labeled graph with vertex set in bijection with B. An edge joins
 .vertices b and b iff b / 0 iff b / 0 , and is labeled by the or-i j t i j t ji
 .  .dered pair b , b . Figure 6.1 displays the graph when B s T l for nt ji t i j n
 .  .even and b s b . Here, a s l y 1 r2 and b s l q 1 r2 as inn r2
 . .Example 3.3. The graph for B s N 3 , 5 , with b as in Example 1.26, is
 .given in Fig. 6.2. All unspecified labelings in Fig. 6.2 are 1, 1 .
FIGURE 6.1.
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FIGURE 6.2.
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